
CROCHET PATTERN

Horizon
Cardigan

Design: Crafty Maz Designs | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
3 (3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5) skeins of Horizon color 01
1 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) skein of Kind Feather
color 02

Crochet hook 5 mm (US H/8)
Stitch Markers
8 buttons 20,0mm

Tape Measure
Embroidery Needle
Scissors

YARN QUALITY
Horizon, Hobbii

100 % Premium Acrylic,
200 g / 7 oz. = 550 m / 601 yds.

Kind Feather, Hobbii
100 % Premium Acrylic,
100 g / 3.5 oz. = 235 m /257 yds

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 4 rounds of the
hexagon pattern

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
tr = treble crochet
cl = cluster (3 double crochets in the same
stitch)
slst = slip stitch
sk = skip
sp = space
CB = centre back
fpdc = front post double crochet
bpdc = back post double crochet

SIZE
XS (S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL, 5XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Circumference: 76 (88, 96, 106, 117, 127, 137,
147, 158) cm / 30” (34”, 38”, 42”, 46”, 50”, 54”, 58”,
62”)
Length: 57 (58, 58, 59, 60, 60, 60, 62, 62) cm /
22.5” (23”, 23.25”, 23.5”, 23.75”, 24”, 24”, 24.5”,
24.5”)

PATTERN INFORMATION
This cardi is made from two hexagons that are then
crocheted together to form one body piece. The
sleeves, extra body length and collar are then
crocheted straight from the body piece.
The cardi is made to measure.

The number of skeins needed is an approximate
value as this is a made to measure garment.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiihorizon
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
http://shop.hobbii.com/horizon-cardigan

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Ch 3 counts as a dc, this can be replaced with a standing dc if preferred.
There is no right side or wrong side until the seaming process.
You need to complete the same number of rounds/rows for each hexagon and sleeve, so make
sure to make a note of the number or rounds/rows you do for the first hexagon and sleeve, so
you do the same for the second.

MEASUREMENTS

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Chest IN 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62

CM 76 88 96 106 117 127 137 147 158

Quarter Chest IN 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.55 15.5

CM 19 22 24 27 30 32 35 37 40

Length IN 22.5 23 23.25 23.5 23.75 24 24 24.5 24.5

CM 57 58 58.5 59.5 60 60.5 60.5 62 62

Arm Depth
(measured
around the

arm) IN 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

CM 33 35 38 41 43 46 48 51 53

Centre Back IN 22 23 24 25 25 26 26.5 27.5 27.5

to Wrist CM 56 58.5 61 63.5 63.5 66.5 67.5 70 70
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BODY
Make 2 Hexagons
Start with a magic circle, or ch 4 and slst to the first ch to make a circle (photo 1)

Round 1: ch 3, 2 dc back into the circle (counts as the first cl), ch 2, *cl, ch 2* into the circle 5
times, slst to top of ch 3, turn, slst into ch 2 sp, pull the tail end tight to close the hole (photo
2)
(6 cl’s, 6 ch 2 corners)

Round 2: ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl), *cl, ch 2, cl* into the next
5 sps which creates the corners, cl into the final sp, ch 2, slst to top of ch 3, turn, slst into ch
2 space, (photo 3)
(12 cl’s, ch 2 in each corner)

Round 3: ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp (counts as the first cl), cl in-between the cls from
the previous round, *cl, ch 2, cl into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous
round* repeat until the last corner, cl into the final corner sp, ch 2, slst to top of ch 3, turn,
slst into ch 2 sp, (photo 4)
(18 cl’s, ch 2 in each corner)

Repeat round 3 until you reach measurement ‘Arm Depth’ along one of the sides of the
hexagon (see “measurements”). Each round goes up by 6 cl’s (photo 5). Continue working
straight onto “Reaching chest measurement”.

1 2 3

4 5
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Reaching chest measurement…
Continue working around your hexagon turning at the end of each row but only working
along 3 sides. This will increase the width and length of the body but will not increase the
sleeve length or circumference.

Row 1: ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous round until
you reach the corner, *cl, ch 2, cl into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous
round* repeat twice, cl into the final corner sp, turn, (photo 1)

Row 2: ch 3, cl in-between the cls from the previous round until you reach the corner, *cl, ch
2, cl into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous round* repeat twice, dc into
the ch 3, turn, (photo 2 and 3)

Row 3: ch 3, 2 dc into the next sp (photo 4), cl in-between the cls from the previous round
until you reach the corner, *cl, ch 2, cl into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls from the
previous round* repeat twice, 2 dc into the final sp, dc into the ch 3, turn, (photo 5)

Repeat rows 2 and 3 until you reach measurement “Quarter Chest” from the centre point to
an outside edge you have just been working, the red lines show the extended sides. (photo
2 on next page). Make sure that your last row completed is row 2. Fasten off the first
hexagon, but do not fasten off after completing the second one. Proceed onto seaming the
back.

1 2 3

4 5
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Seaming the two hexagons together
You will now seam the two hexagons together. Lay your hexagons out so the joining seams
(photo 1– red dotted lines) of the hexagons are the same side. To get the ‘L’ shape you will
fold the middle side of the extended sides in half (A in photo 2), and the rest will fall into
place. The area marked by the blue lines should be wider than the area marked with the
green lines (photo 1). You will now seam the back (photo 1- black line).

1

2
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Seaming the back
Picking up from where you left on the ‘first side’, you will be working from A to B to C to D, or
if left handed this will be in reverse.

ch 3, 2 dc into the next sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous round until you reach the
corner, cl into the corner,

Now working on the “second side”…

“Second side” “First side”

1

Make a cluster into the corner sp C of the “second side” (photo 2)
Slst into the first cl sp of the “first side” (photo 2)

2 3 4
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*Cl into the next cl sp on the second side, slst into the next cl sp on the first side* (photo 3)
repeat between ** until the last sp on the second side, cl into that sp, slst into the ch 3 of
first side (photo 4). Fasten off. Shown in photo 5 is the back of the cardigan.

5

Seaming the sleeves and shoulder edge
Fold the cardigan with the front facing. From the CB at the top, place a stitch marker in the
3rd sp either side (photo 1).

1 2 3
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4 5

6

Attach yarn in the top left corner of the front opening with the right side of the cardigan
facing (or right corner if left-handed), ch 3, 2 dc back into the same sp, cl in each space
across until the corner sp, cl in the corner (photo 2),

Now working on the back side…

Make a cluster into the corner sp on the back side, slst into the first cl sp of the front side,
*cl into the next cl sp on the back side, slst into the next cl sp on the front side* repeat
between ** until the stitch marker sp on the back, cl into the stitch marker sp, slst into the
next cl sp on the front side, (you can now remove that stitch marker)

cl into each sp on the back until the next stitch marker including placing a cl in the CB join,
cl into the stitch marker sp (photo 3), cl into the next sp, remove the stitch marker and
replace into the cl space before the last cl made (photo 4)

cl into each sp on the back until the corner, cl into the corner

Now working on the front side…

Make a cluster into the corner sp of the front side, slst into the first cl sp of the back side, *cl
into the next cl space on the front side, slst into the next cl sp on the back side* repeat
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between ** until you place your last slst into the sp with the stitch marker on the back side,
cl into the remaining 3 spaces on the front side. Fasten off.

SLEEVES
Repeat for both sleeves
Working with the right side facing, attach yarn in the seam sp (photo 1),

Round 1: ch 3, 2 dc into the sp below, cl in-between each cl around, slst into the top of ch 3,

Repeat round 1 until you reach measurement ‘Centre back to wrist’ from the CB seam to the
end of the sleeve (or until desired length minus 10cm / 4” for the decrease rounds and
ribbing).

1 2

Decrease Rounds
Round 1: ch 3, dc into the sp below, 2 dc in each cl sp around, slst into the top of ch 3,

Note for round 2: place 1 or 2 dc in the last sp to finish on an even number of sts
Round 2: ch 3, sk the sp below, dc in each cl sp around, slst into the top of ch 3,

Round 3: ch 3, dc in each st around, slst into the top of ch 3,

Round 4: ch 1 (does not count as a st), fpdc down around the ch 3, bpdc around the next st,
*fpdc around the next st, bpdc around the next st*, repeat between ** around, slst to the
first st,

Round 5: ch 1 (does not count as a st), fpdc around the first st, bpdc around the next st,
*fpdc around the next st, bpdc around the next st*, repeat between ** around, slst to the
first st,

Round 6 – 10: Repeat round 5. Fasten off.
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BODY
(Adding Length)

With the right side facing and the cardigan upside down, attach yarn in the corner of the left
opening (or the right if left-handed),

Working along the bottom edge of the cardigan only,

Row 1: ch 3, 2 dc back into the corner sp, cl in-between the cls along the bottom edge
including one cl in the join sp until you reach the opposite side at the corner, cl into the final
corner sp, turn,

Row 2: ch 3, cl in-between the cls from the previous row until you reach the end, dc into the
ch 3, turn,

Row 3: ch 3, 2 dc into the next sp, cl in-between the cls from the previous row until the last
sp, 2 dc into the final sp, dc into the ch 3, turn,

Repeat rows 2 and 3 until you reach measurement ‘Length’ from the top of the cardigan to
the bottom. Make sure that your last row completed is row 2. Do not fasten off, proceed
onto ‘Outer Edge’.

EDGE
See photo guide on next page

Outer Edge – Right side facing
Now you will be working cls around the opening edges of the cardigan.

Round 1:
Bottom edge: slst into the first sp, ch 3, 2 dc into the sp below (photo 1), cl into each sp
across until the last sp, cl into the last sp, ch 2, (photo 2),

Working up the first side: cl back into the same sp (this creates a corner - photo 3), cl into
each sp along the edge, cl into the top of the ch 3 from the seaming of the shoulders and
sleeves (photo 4), ch 2, cl back into the same st (photo 5), cl into the next 3 sps (photo 6),

Back side: cl into the next 8 sps (photo 7 and 8)

Working down the second side: cl into the next 3 sps, cl into the last dc of the row (photo 9),
ch 2, cl back into the same st (photo 10), cl into each sp along the edge, ch 2, slst to the
beginning ch 3, change color to Kind Feather 02 (photo 11).

Outer edge photo guide: Photo 1-11 from top left corner to right bottom corner
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Round 2:
Ch 3, 2 dc in to the sp directly below, sk the first st (this may be hidden), work 1 dc into each
st to the next corner, work (cl, ch 2, cl) into the corner sp, sk the first st (this may be hidden),
work 1 dc into each st to the corner at the collar, work (dc, tr, dc) into the corner sp, work 1
dc into each st to the next corner at the collar (the first st may be hidden), work (dc, tr, dc)
into the corner sp, work 1 dc into each st to the last corner (the first st may be hidden), cl
into the corner sp, ch 2, slst to the beginning ch 3, fasten off.

Attaching buttons – optional
With the right side of the cardi facing, using Kind Feather 02 and an embroidery needle, sew
6-8 buttons onto the right-hand side. Ideally you need to space the buttons 6-7 dc’s apart to
avoid gaping. The buttons should be placed evenly so that there is one at the bottom of the
cardi and one in line with the armpit.

Enjoy!
Mary Etheridge – Crafty Maz Designs
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